www.wincoscustomlures.com
Dear Fisherman,
Thank you for purchasing Winco’s Custom lures products. Quality plastics, components,
design and innovative changes enable our products perform with outstanding results.
1- Scent and salt are mixed into the plastic before pouring. Neither product will wash off
with repeated use. No additional added scent is recommended.
2- Rig all stick worms along the seem to ensure the fully-rounded worm hangs and falls
horizontally. The worm will "shimmy" from side to side with that enticing "tail-wiggle" on
the drop.
3- Mustad Ultra-point/Gamakatsu hooks are recommended for use when rigging all
Winco’s soft baits
4- Winco’s soft baits sink without any additional weight being added (except specific
floating models)
5- All “Wacky” worms come with a tight band or an (o) ring around the center of the
worm. Rig the hook through the center of the worm, under the band, and exposed on the
other side. Mustad Ultra-point/Gamakatsu octopus circle hooks are recommended.
The Weedless Wonder and the new dual-wire, weight wacky worm hook compliment the
use of the wacky worm with excellent snag free performance in shallow and deeper water.
6- Mustad Ultra-lock hooks are recommended for use w/4 ¼” Stick Worm Jr.s , 5
¼”Magnum Stick worms and 6” & 7 1/4“ Predator Swim’n Worms. They hold the worm
firmly in pace when casting. A dab of “Lock Tight” –super glue gel applied below the line
tie eye of the hook will hold the bait securely for all extreme “skip-casting” situations. Dip
the worm in water and wait 20 seconds before casting so the glue has time to set-up.
Hardened super glue will build up on your hooks and is easily removed by soaking your
used hooks in a closed, glass container of acetone. The product MEND-IT will successfully
repair all of your split/torn swim-baits and soft plastics.
7- Our products have been thoroughly tested and used with outstanding results throughout
the United States of America, Canada and Mexico
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